simply imagine
guest seating
black polyurethane arm, clean-out area

wall saver
simply imagine
simply imagine  guest seating

guest chair  7490-11  24.00w | 25.25d | 31.75h
  seat height  19.00h
  arm height  26.00h
  interior  20.00w | 19.75d

also available

  guest chair - black polyurethane arm  7490-19
  patient chair - refer to price list

bariatric chair  7495-31  34.00w | 25.25d | 31.75h
  seat height  19.00h
  arm height  26.00h
  interior  30.00w | 19.75d

also available

  bariatric chair - black polyurethane arm  7495-39

additional sizes available - refer to price list

  2 seat tandem  7492-00  46.00w | 25.25d | 31.75h
  seat height  19.00h
  arm height  26.00h

also available

  2 seat tandem - black polyurethane arm  7492-19

  3 seat tandem  7493-00  68.00w | 25.25d | 31.75h
  seat height  19.00h
  arm height  26.00h

also available

  3 seat tandem - black polyurethane arm  7493-19
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